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INTRODUCTION 
Obsolescence of file formats is one of the main factors that threaten the long-term access to digital data. The MIXED 
project [1] carried out by DANS [2] resulted in a framework for the curation of data in obsolete file formats and practical 
services and tools that support this framework. MIXED stands for “Migration to Intermediate XML for Electronic Data”. 
The main idea of the MIXED framework is deceptively simple: convert file formats upon ingest to the XML data format 
in order to unwrap the data out of the application-bound, closed formats. The unwrapped data is easier to preserve. Upon 
dissemination the intermediate XML file is converted to a current vendor format of choice. This approach is called 
“smart migration”. 
In this presentation, first the smart migration strategy is explained. Next attention is given to the XML interchange format 
that contains the content of the obsolete binary data formats. The last part of this presentation elaborates on the MIXED 
framework and plug-ins. 

SMART MIGRATION 
Concerning digital preservation the “plain” digital information migration strategy is widely used. It concerns the re-
encoding of digital information in new formats before the old format becomes obsolete. The purpose of migration is to 
preserve the intellectual content of digital objects and to retain the ability to retrieve, display and otherwise use them in 
the face of constantly changing technology. The migration frequency is a function of the rate of change of context. Since 
the dependency on the context is manifold, and since application software changes rapidly, it is very difficult to keep 
track of all the migrations that are needed. Another disadvantage of this plain migration strategy is the fact that migrating 
archived material can require a huge amount of work and it might introduce conversion errors. The plain migration 
strategy keeps data in the formats belonging to the application with which they were created, and thus many different 
data files follow many different migration paths. For example: In 2010 it might occur that Word documents created prior 
to Word version 6.0 can no longer by opened by the new version of Word. So all pre-1993 documents in Word format 
suddenly qualify for migration. It pays therefore to find strategies to optimize this migration process. 
The smart migration strategy converts all data files upon ingest to the data archive, into an intermediate generic format 
expressed in XML. Upon dissemination the file is converted from this generic format into a current vendor format of 
choice. It is likely that this intermediate format will also change over time, but at a much slower rate. The optimization is 
that conversions are split into many contemporary (or synchronic) conversions and a few time-bridging (or diachronic) 
conversions. This is a much more manageable situation because the complexity of bridging time can be dealt with by 
means of one well defined format. Smart migration can be considered as a combination of normalization and migration. 

SDFP: STANDARD DATA FORMATS FOR PRESERVATION 
The XML data format is considered as durable as it is self-descriptive and it does not require proprietary software to get 
access to the data in the XML files. The XML standard provides mechanisms to impose constraints on the storage layout 
and logical structure of data files. So it can be used to express the generic structures for kinds of file formats, such as 
spreadsheets and databases. Within de MIXED project the XML schema Standard Formats for Preservation  (SDFP) is 
developed that defines the features of the intermediate XML data format as is used in the smart migration process. SDFP 
is an umbrella format as it contains sets of XML schemas for various significant data kinds and builds on existing 
representations of file formats. 
Within the wide range of existing file formats the MIXED project started to concentrate on tabular data in spreadsheets 
and databases. During the MIXED project the SDFP schema is filled with XML representations of a number of obsolete 
binary formats such as DataPerfect, Excel, Lotus1-2-3, MS Access and dBase. The SDFP representations express the 
generic structures of databases and spreadsheets. It is the intention that the SDFP schema will gradually be extended with 
more data kinds. The SDFP schema also contains provenance metadata describing features of the migration process, such 
as the plug-in used, the input file format and administrative issues. 

MIXED SOFTWARE: FRAMEWORK AND PLUG-INS 
The MIXED software has been set up as a generic framework together with conversion plug-ins. The framework carries 
out the conversion workflow and administration. Several interfaces can be connected to the framework, among which a 
web console, a command line tool, or a web service. The framework itself is published as open source software. 
The conversion plug-ins contain the intelligence behind the file format migrations (to and from binary formats and XML 
representations, based on the SDFP schema). The plug-ins are published as open source software for maximum 
usefulness. Also new plug-ins for other file formats can be added to the MIXED framework. In this way the conversion 
plug-ins function as a device that attract the best practices of preserving data that come in various file formats. 
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The MIXED software framework has two focuses: (1) the core functionality of converting binary file formats to SDFP 
and vice versa and (2) interfacing with data repositories. Within the MIXED project a number of libraries for dealing 
with obsolete formats (e.g. dBase (DBF) and DataPerfect (DPF)) were created. The creation of file format converters is 
notoriously laborious and difficult. It typically exceeds the resources of individual data archives to develop complete 
conversion packages, urging the need for cooperation in this field. 
 
DANS will incorporate the smart migration strategy in its data archive management routines. This means that for file 
formats for which converters are available XML representations will be created upon ingest and managed using the 
MIXED software. Upon dissemination converters will be used to create common useable binary formats. We expect 
better long-term digital preservation of files in the XML formats that conform to the SDFP schema and requirements. We 
also expect that the process of converting digital files to SDFP comes at reduced cost compared to the classic format 
migration procedures. 
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